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Abstract 

This paper provides overall and occupation-specific calculations of the job embodiment of 

international for a sample of 40 developed and developing countries. The job embodiment of 

international trade compares the amount of labour (number of jobs) that a country requires to 

produce its export vector with the hypothetical employment that would be required to produce its 

imports domestically, i.e. assuming domestic labour input requirements. The counterfactual exercise 

is embedded in the Vanek consistent methodology for calculating the net factor content of trade 

suggested by Trefler and Zhu (2010) making use of the newly developed world input-output database 

(WIOD) combined with detailed employment data for occupational categories for EU countries. Our 

counterfactual calculations suggest that countries with large trade deficits such as the U.S. end up 

with a negative job embodiment in international trade while surplus countries, above all China but 

also India, have positive balances. Europe also has a positive job embodiment of international trade 

in most years between 1995 and 2009. For the EU we are able to extend the counterfactual to 

individual occupations and we find that the job embodiment of international trade varies 

considerably across occupations. The pattern suggests a skill-upgrading from trade for the EU 

economy. We also find a nuanced version of the job polarization in the EU that has been identified in 

the literature. 
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1. Introduction 

The relationship between international trade and employment is one of the most controversial and 

politically sensitive topics in economics. For obvious reasons, it is also the issue that the general 

public and arguably policy makers are most concerned with. In this paper we use the newly 

developed World Input-Output database (WIOD) in combination with data from the European Labour 

Force Survey (EU LFS) to tackle the question of how trade affects the demand for labour and the jobs 

structure of the European economy.  

A comprehensive and balanced view of the employment effect of trade should take into account 

both the jobs that are linked to exports as well as the jobs linked to imports. Doing this requires a 

‘counterfactual’ which consists of calculating the number of jobs an economy requires for producing 

its export vector and compare this with the hypothetical number of jobs that it would need to 

produce its import vector domestically (see Groshen – Hobijn – McConnell, 2005). Despite some 

limitations this seems to be an intuitive approach to compare the jobs linked to both a country’s 

export and import transactions. We undertake this type of counterfactual experiment to arrive at the 

‘job embodiment of international trade’ for each of the 40 countries covered by the WIOD database.  

The richness of the WIOD data allows us taking into account technology differences across countries 

(admittedly with limitations). With that we have all necessary ingredients for applying the analytical 

approach suggested by Trefler and Zhu (2010) for testing Vanek’s factor content predictions in the 

presence of trade in intermediates and international technology differences. We adjust this approach 

slightly in order to calculate the ‘job embodiment of international’ and its individual components and 

this is done both at the aggregate employment level and at the level of individual occupations.  

By calculating the job embodiment of international trade at the level of individual occupations our 

paper establishes a link between input-output methodologies and the offshoring and ‘trade in tasks’ 

literature. (Blinder, 2007; Acemoglu – Autor, 2011; Goos – Manning – Salomons, 2010). By using 

input-output data we include all type of trade transactions into the analysis and we treat ‘offshoring 

of jobs’ as just another form of import activity (Groshen – Hobijn – McConnell, 2005).  

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 provides a short review of some of the related literature. 

Section 3 presents the data and our methodological approach to perform the counterfactual 

experiment on the job embodiment of international trade. Section 4 presents the main results and 

section V concludes. 

 

2. Related Literature 

Trade models typically assume that employment effects are asymmetric so that trade affects 

different groups of workers differently. In Ricardian models as well as in a Heckscher-Ohlin 

framework trade leads to an expansion of employment in the export sector and a contraction of 

employment in the import-competing sector. Another common differentiation in trade models based 

on comparative advantages is between skilled and unskilled labour though in this respect the relative 

wages (or the wage gap) are typically at the centre of the analysis because in static models – by 
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assuming full employment - there are no employment effects for different types of labour
1
. Hence, 

the main dichotomy in terms of employment is between the export and the import-competing 

sector. In terms of the employment structure this means that jobs in the import-competing sector 

are lost and new jobs in the export sector are created implying a shift of workers between sectors 

and – as sectors differ in their relative factor intensities – a change in relative demand for workers.  

With the advent of heterogeneous firm models à la Melitz (2003) things got more complex. The intra-

industry reallocation effect – which means that as a country opens up to trade, workers shift from 

the less productive firms (some of which exit the market) to the more productive firms – blurs the 

clear prediction that trade leads to an expansion of jobs in the export sector to the detriment of the 

import competing sector and also implies that jobs may be at risk in all sectors (ILO/WTO, 2007, p. 5-

6). However, Bernard – Redding – Schott (2007) show that the trade liberalisation induces a shift of 

resources towards the export sector to the detriment of the import-competing sectors remains fully 

intact with heterogeneous firms.  

Employment effects of trade have also become more complicated because of new forms of 

international integration that Baldwin (2011) refers to as the trade-investment-services nexus. If 

international exchanges are not limited to trade in final goods but also includes trade in intermediate 

inputs (including goods and services) and if firms are able to undertake foreign direct investments or 

outsource-offshore business services, i.e. move abroad parts of their production processes, the 

impact of trade on employment becomes hard to analyse. This is mainly because the international 

exchange becomes more granular and also countries’ production structures and specialisation 

patterns may become more granular. In other words, trade flows may still be based on comparative 

advantages but the latter are not detectable anymore at the level of industries – or even products. 

In this paper we take into account all the various types of trade flows and calculate the employment 

effects of trade for the 40 WIOD countries with the approach suggested in Trefler and Zhu (2010) to 

calculate the factor content of trade originally proposed in Deardorff (1982). According to this 

approach a country’s factor content of trade in net terms can be retrieved by multiplying the Leontief 

inverse which contains the direct and indirect factor input requirements with the country’s net trade 

vector. The input-output structure is needed in order to capture trade in intermediates. The 

important aspect in this is that the Leontief inverse used in this procedure is global, i.e. it includes the 

direct and indirect factor input requirements of all countries in the world as implied by input-output 

tables (Trefler – Zhu, 2010). Using GTAP data, the only available global input-output data at that 

time, Trefler and Zhu (2010) find a very high rank correlation between the relative factor 

endowments and the factor endowments of trade suggesting that the data fits quite well the Vanek 

predictions. Based on WIOD data Foster and Stehrer (2012) arrive at similar results. 

Since we are interested in employment we reduce the analysis to the factor labour and refine it by 

disaggregating the demand for labour by occupations. Limiting the analysis to the factor labour is 

permissible because of the fixed-factor-proportion assumption inherent in the input-output 

methodology. In other words, the fact that we omit the capital content of trade does not affect the 

results for labour and individual jobs.
2
 Moreover, we are less interested in the fit of Vanek 

                                                           
1
 Static comparative advantage models do not suggest changes in the employment level of workers as fixed 

factor endowments and full employment are assumed.  
2
 Results are based on the measured factor content of trade. Therefore, e.g. capital-skill complementarities 

might implicitly affect results but are not taken into account explicitly. 
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predictions because they are economically meaningless in the context of occupations because the 

idea of fixed endowments that determine comparative advantages is not applicable to the concept of 

occupations. Instead we are interested in the number of domestic jobs that are embodied in a 

country’s exports on the one hand and on the number of jobs that are embodied in a country’s 

imports on the other, where the latter serves as a proxy for the jobs linked to domestic demand but 

are located abroad because the products and services demanded are imported.  

While calculating the jobs embodied in exports is rather straightforward, the hypothetical amount of 

labour that would be required to produce the import vector domestically needs some assumptions. A 

methodology for such a counterfactual is proposed by Groshen – Hobijn – McConnel (2005) who 

calculate the job embodiment of net imports as the additional employment that would be required 

to produce the import vector in the U.S. using U.S. technology. The number of jobs embodied in net 

imports is then derived by subtracting this hypothetical number of jobs on the import side from the 

jobs embodied in exports. Obviously, this approach neglects potential efficiency gains and gains from 

variety that may arise from trade as well as the (likely) possibility of non-competing imports and the 

impact of price effects on domestic demand
3
. Hence, the resulting job embodiment of international 

trade can only to a very limited extent serve as a proxy for the potential net employment effect of 

international trade.  

De Backer – Yamano (2008) apply this approach for a sample of OECD countries using the OECD 

Input-Output database for the year 2000. They confirm the negative job embodiment of 

international trade for the U.S. which is also found by Groshen – Hobijn – McConnel (2005) and they 

also find a negative result for Japan. The results for European countries are mixed with positive job 

embodiments of international trade for example for Germany and the Netherlands but negative 

results for Spain and the United Kingdom. In relative terms, i.e. as a percentage of total employment, 

the job embodiment of net trade is found to be larger in small economies but that the size of the 

economy is not a predictor of the sign of the job embodiment of net trade.  

In this paper we use the world input-output table to undertake a similar counterfactual exercise to 

calculate the ‘job embodiment of international trade’ and we take this calculations to the level of 

occupations. This interest with trade induced changes in the demand for individual occupation in the 

counterfactual exercise links this paper to the to the empirical offshoring literature. One approach in 

this literature to test for the (negative) negative employment effects of offshoring is regressing the 

conditional labour demand on a measure of offshoring (e.g. OECD, 2007; Goos – Manning – 

Salomons, 2010; Foster et al. 2012)
4
. In a study on twelve OECD countries the OECD (2007) finds a 

negative and significant effect of offshoring on the industry level labour demand where their 

offshoring measure is industry specific based on the proportion of intermediate inputs that are 

imported. The approach of Goos – Manning – Salomons (2010) consists of estimating the effect of 

the ‘offshorability’ of occupations on the conditional labour demand. Their specification is industry-

occupation specific and covers 16 Western European countries. Particularly, they use an offshoring 

measure (or offshorability measure) which is occupation-specific and based on data from the 

                                                           
3
 The price effects arise from the fact that if foreign producers are more efficient in producing a certain good, 

then producing this good domestically would be more costly resulting, ceteris paribus, in a higher price and 

typically to lower demand for that product. 
4
 These models are typically embedded in neoclassical model so that regressions also include production 

factors or factor prices as well as the output variable depending on whether inputs are assumed to be able to 

adjust.  
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European Restructuring Monitor (ERM). This allows them to further integrate the routinization 

hypothesis put forward by Auto – Levy – Murnane (2003)
5
 into their framework. At the level of 

industry-occupations labour demand is negatively correlated with the intensity of offshorability of 

occupations. However, the abstract and routine intensity of occupations turns out to have an 

economically larger impact on labour demand. Hence, their conclusion is that skill-biased 

technological change has a stronger impact on labour demand than globalisation and the emergence 

of offshoring in line with the results reported in Feenstra and Hanson (1999). 

Our analysis shares the interest in occupation-specific employment patterns and trade though as 

pointed out above our approach is methodology very different and much broader, including all forms 

of international trade.  

The contribution of this paper to the literature is twofold. First of all, it allows calculate the jobs 

embodied in international trade along the lines of Groshen – Hobijn – McConnel (2005) in a Vanek-

consistent manner for a comprehensive set of advanced and developing countries. Secondly, we take 

the methodology of the counterfactual exercise to calculate the jobs embodied in international trade 

to the level of occupations, which to our knowledge, has not been done in the literature so far.  

 

3. Methodology and Data 

The focus of this paper is on the number of jobs that are embodied in export and import flows. In 

contrast to the offshoring literature we take a broad approach and aim at a quantitative measure for 

the number of jobs embodied in countries’ engagement in international trade of all types. These 

range from traditional trade flows based on absolute advantages (relevant for commodities) over 

intra-industry trade in varieties to exports and imports resulting from offshoring activities.  

We employ the counterfactual experiment of Groshen – Hobijn – McConnel (2005) and take it to the 

global level by using the newly developed World Input-Output Database (WIOD). That is we calculate 

the employment effect for the 40 WIOD countries using worldwide input-output data as suggested 

by Trefler – Zhu (2010). We first calculate this counterfactual experiment at the aggregate level of 

employment for each of the 40 countries in the WIOD database including the 27 EU member states. 

Then we refine the counterfactual by calculating the ‘job embodiment of international trade’ at the 

level of individual occupations. Due to data limitations the counterfactual exercise at the level of 

occupations is only possible for the 27 EU member states.  

In contrast to many recent contributions in the literature we are not concerned with a disaggregation 

of employment by tasks but by occupations. We perform our analysis at the level of occupations 

instead of tasks because of difficulties with the concept and particularly measurement of tasks and 

moving such ‘tasks’ abroad. In order to calculate the “task content of trade” tasks are assumed to be 

the building blocks of the output produced in an industry (Goos – Manning – Salomons, 2010) which 

makes them more or less synonymous with intermediate inputs with the differences being often 

rather semantic (Grossman – Rossi-Hansberg, 2008). In order to relate `tasks’ with trade figures it is 

first necessary to link them to occupations because employment data is only available of the level of 

occupations. Empirically tasks are typically linked to occupations by defining an occupation as a 

                                                           
5
 Autor – Levy – Murnane (2003) show for the U.S. that the demand for ‘routine tasks’ was reduced by the 

introduction of computers in the U.S. economy whereas the demand for ‘non-routine tasks’ was increased. 
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bundle of tasks
6
. This definition implies that a fixed relation between occupations and tasks. 

Moreover, if a firm moves parts of its production abroad it actually offshore jobs, not just a some of 

the tasks in the task bundle that makes up a job. Hence, calculating the task content of trade is either 

synonymous to calculating the job content of trade. Or, one assumes that the task structure of a jobs 

may change over time or is different across countries thereby removing the methodological link 

between tasks and occupations and hence the link between tasks and the observable data. Another 

issue pointed out by Lanz – Miroudot – Nordhas, 2011 is that given the definition of a job as a bundle 

of tasks, separability of tasks does not automatically follow from high offshoreability of some of the 

tasks due to complementarities between tasks. For all these reasons we take the direct route which 

is trade in jobs.  

In section 3.1 we provide some information on the data used to perform this counterfactual. In the 

subsequent section 3.2 we spell out our approach to calculate the employment effect from trade 

which we will refer to as the “job embodiment of international trade” or “job embodiment of net 

imports”.  

 

3.1 Data 

The data used in this study are taken from the recently constructed 'World Input-Output Database' 

(WIOD). This data result from an effort to bring together information from national accounts 

statistics, supply and use tables, trade in goods and services data and corresponding data on factors 

of production (capital, labor by educational attainment categories) for 40 countries over the period 

1995-2009. A detailed description of data sources can be found in Timmer et al (2012). The starting 

point of the WIOD data are national supply and use tables (SUTs) which have been collected, 

harmonized and standardized for 40 countries (the 27 EU countries, Australia, Brazil, Canada, China, 

India, Indonesia, Japan, Korea, Mexico, Russia, Taiwan, Turkey and the US) over the period 1995-

2009. These tables contain information on the supply and use of 59 products in 35 industries 

together with the information on final use (consumption, investment) by product and value added 

and gross output by industry. These tables have been benchmarked to time series of national 

accounts data on value added and gross output to allow for consistency over time and across 

countries to the extent possible. These tables provide the information on supply and use of product 

by industry for each country. To split the use tables into the domestic and imported sourcing and the 

latter by country of origin corresponding trade data have been collected. Data on goods trade have 

been collected from the UN COMTRADE database at the HS 6-digit level. This detailed bilateral trade 

data allow to differentiate imports by use categories (intermediates, consumption and investment 

goods) applying a modified categorisation based on broad end-use categories at the product 

classification consistent with the use tables in a bilateral way. Bilateral trade in services data have 

been collected from various sources. However services trade is only available from BoP statistics 

providing information on a detailed basis only in BoP categories. Using a correspondence these were 

merged to the product level data provided in the supply and use tables. The differentiation into use 

categories of services imports was based on information from existing import use or import input-

output tables. Combining this information from the bilateral trade data by product and use 

                                                           
6
 Few countries have detailed data on the tasks required in different jobs. The most frequently used database is 

the publicly available O*NET for the US economy. See: http://www.onetcenter.org.   
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categories with the supply and use tables resulted in a set of 40 international use tables for each 

year. This set of international supply and use tables was then transformed into an international 

input-output table by standard procedures (model D). A rest-of-world was estimated based on 

available statistics from the UN and included in this table to account for world trade and production. 

This results in a world input-output database for 41 countries (including rest-of-world) and 35 

industries, i.e. the intermediates demand block is of dimension 1435 x 1435, plus the additional rows 

on value added and columns on final demand categories. Corresponding data allow splitting up value 

added into capital and labour income and the latter into low, medium and high educated workers. 

These data are available both in factor income and physical input terms. 

Finally, for the calculation of the job embodiment of net imports at the level of occupations we use 

data from the European Labour Force Survey (EU LFS). In this study we use data at the two digit level 

of the International Standard Classification of Occupations (ISCO-88). This provides us data for 27 

occupations which we can attribute to the 35 industries in the WIOT. From 2005 onwards this data is 

available for each of the 27 EU member states (with some exceptions due to change to NACE Rev. 2 

classification). For the preceding years back to 1995 there are some missing data, in particular for the 

Central and Eastern European member states but for the EU-15 countries data is (almost) complete 

for the period 1995-2008. However, in many cases there have been methodological changes in the 

allocation of jobs which have been reclassified. To avoid artificial results from such breaks the data 

have been adjusted backwards by removing the breaks in the series at the level of industry x 

occupations by reallocating occupations within industries if the change surpasses a certain threshold. 

After that a Hodrick–Prescott filter was applied to smooth the data. This provides a rather smooth 

time series from 1995-2008. As for the time being we present results only from 2005 onwards which 

includes all EU member states
7
. 

There are also some differences in the number of employees at the level of industries in most 

countries between the SEA data provided in the WIOD and the LFS data. In order to keep the 

consistency of the WIOT and the SEA data we use the employment data at the industry level in the 

SEA. To get the employment level for each industry and occupation category we calculate from LFS 

data the shares of each occupation-industry combination in total employment and apply these 

shares to the SEA industry totals.  

 

3.2 Approach 

The challenge is to calculate the employment – either total or at the level of occupations – which are 

embodied in a country’s exports and imports. Several assumptions have to be made in arriving at 

such a result based, particularly with regards to the import side, which we discuss in detail. From the 

viewpoint of country i, the jobs required to produce the export vector is rather straightforward given 

the country’s input-output data is available. In the case of the import vector, however, a first 

assumption has to be made to get a proper counterfactual to assess how many jobs are would be 

required for producing the imports which is not observable. These assumptions are (i) that country i 

has the resource endowment and technologies to produce the import vector domestically and (ii) 

that the import vector can be produced with county i’s level of labour productivity (labour input 

requirements).  

                                                           
7
 Exceptions are some missing data for 2008 (Sweden, Bulgaria and Slovakia). 
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There are three components needed to calculate country r`s job embodiment of international trade, ����	�����	��
�� . These are the employment requirements per unit of gross output, �; the Leontief 

inverse of the global input-output matrix, �; and the net trade vector ��. Both vectors as well as the 

Leontief inverse have an industry dimension �. 
We first discuss the employment requirement vector. We denote employment in industry i and 

country r by �	� with ∑ �	� = ��	 , the total employment in country r. Industry gross output in country 

r is denoted by �	�. Country r’s employment requirement in industry i is then defined as 	� = ������ and 

�� summarise these employment requirements in a 35 × 1 vector. Repeating this for all 40 WIOD 

countries and the rest of the world and putting the resulting vectors in one large column vector 

yields � which is of dimension 1435 × 1. Assuming that country r is the first country in the WIOT this 

vector contains its own employment requirements (relevant for its exports) in the rows 1-35 and the 

actual employment requirements of its trading partners for producing country r’s import vector in 

the remaining rows
8
. This is the first element in the calculation of the employment content of trade 

in the presence of intermediates trade following Trefler and Zhu (2010).  

The second element is the Leontief inverse of the global input-output matrix, � = �� − �� ! where � 

denotes the coefficient matrix and I is the identity matrix. In the WIOT the coefficient matrix (and 

hence the Leontief matrix) is of dimension 1435 × 1435 which contains the domestic technological 

input coefficients of country r in the block diagonal elements and the technological input coefficients 

of country r’s imports (from a column perspective) and exports (from a row perspective) in the off-

diagonal blocks. 

Finally, the we build country r’s trade vector, "�, by filling in the first 35 rows of the row vector with 

country r’s exports to all its trading partners in each of the industries where we assume again that 

country r is the first country in the WIOT. For example, the first element in the vector denotes 

country r’s exports to all other countries in the agricultural sector. The next 35 rows contain country 

r’s imports from the second country in each of the 35 industries and likewise for the remaining 

countries in the WIOD. Hence, the structure of the trade vector is asymmetric in the sense that it 

contains for each industry one element only for country r’s global exports but 40 elements for each 

industry, each of these 40 elements containing country r’s imports from one specific trading partner. 

Country r’s trade vector, "�, is another row vector of dimension 1435 × 1. 

These three elements can be combined to yield the actual job embodiment of net imports, ����	�����	��
�� , which is a scalar. 

(1)  ����	�����	��
�� = ��# ∙ � ∙ "� 

Assuming for the moment a global economy with only three countries (our model country r as well as 

country 2 and country 3) and one single sector, country r’s vector with the job embodiment of net 

imports can be represented as follows (country r is again assumed to be country 1):  

                                                           
8
 The second country’s employment requirement vector contains its own employment requirements in the 

rows 36-70. The rows 1-35 again contain country r’s employment requirements which in this case are needed 

to be applied to the imports of the second country from country r. The remaining rows contain the 

employment requirements of the remaining WIOD countries. For the structure of the trade vector see below. 
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�� = �� % &� 	 ∙ '(
�,� (�,% (�,&(%,� (%,% (%,&(&,� (&,% (&,&* ∙ '

				��,∗−�%,�−�&,�* 

In this example the coefficients in the Leontief matrix represent the total direct and indirect input 

requirements of any country in order to produce one dollar worth of output for final demand. For 

example, the coefficient (�,� indicates country r’s input requirement from itself in order to produce 

one unit of output. Likewise the coefficient (,�-
��.%,� indicates country r’s input requirement 

supplied by country 2 in order for country r to produce one unit of output.  

In the trade vector, the elements ��,∗ represent country r’s exports to all countries, while −�%,� and −�&,� represent country r’s imports from country 2 and country 3 respectively. The imports by 

country r are written with a negative sign in order to get the net trade vector in the course of the 

matrix multiplication.  

Equation (1) hence yields the job content of trade in net terms for each of the 40 WIOD countries and 

the rest of the world. However, this is not exactly what we are interested in. Rather, we ask the 

question what would be the number of jobs needed if each of the countries produced its import 

vector domestically, using its domestic labour input requirements and compare this with the 

employment required for producing the export vector. Hence, with this counterfactual we take into 

account the number of jobs (or hypothetical jobs) embodied in both exports and imports. In order to 

do this we only have to modify the employment requirement vector ��. So we substitute the 

industry-level domestic employment requirements for all foreign employment requirements. We 

denote this ‘counterfactual’ employment requirement vector by ��/. This means that in the case of 

country r this vector only contains country r’s employment requirements for the 35 industries. This 

35 industry-level employment requirements keep repeating themselves 40 times so that the 

dimension of the vector ��/ remains 1435 × 1 (the same as the actual employment requirement 

vector ��).  

Hence, instead of calculating (1) to get the employment content of trade we replace �� by	��/ to 

calculate the jobs embodied in each country’s net import vector, �̃���	�����	��
�� : 

(2) �̃���	�����	��
�� = ��/# ∙ � ∙ "�  

As mentioned earlier equation (2) is calculated for each of the 40 WIOD countries at the total 

employment level. Additionally, we also calculate equation (2) at the level of ISCO 2-digit occupations 

for the 27 European countries.  

Note, that the resulting net balance of hypothetical jobs embodied in international trade in our 

counterfactual exercise can be either positive or negative. This is because for each country we 

register job related to export flows as positive entries and (potentially ‘forgone’) jobs linked to 

imports as negative entries.  

By transforming the ‘counterfactual’ employment requirement vector ��/ and the vector trade vector, "�, in equation (2) in a diagonal matrix respectively, we obtain a 1435 × 1435 matrix, 12���	�����	��
��  , whose elements are the individual components of the job embodiment of 

international trade.  
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(3) 12���	�����	��
�� = 3�45��/� ∙ � ∙ 3�45���� 
Assuming again a 3 country – 1 sector model, the 12���	�����	��
��  takes the following form 

(4) 12���	�����	��
�� = 6�
�,∗ 7�%,� 7�&,�6%�,∗ 7%%,� 7%&,�6&�,∗ 7&%,� 7&&,�

 

where the first column of the matrix contains the jobs embodied in the exports, x, of country r 

(indicated by the first entry in the superscript) to the rest of the world (indicated by the asterix). The 

first element in the first column contains the jobs embodied in country r’s exports to the rest of the 

world which are located in country r itself (indicated by the subscript r). Hence, the element 6��,∗ 
constitutes direct exports. The second row element in the first column represents contains the jobs 

embodied in country r’s exports to the rest of the world which are located in country 2, hence abroad 

from the viewpoint of country r. This logic also applies to the third row element (country 3) of the 

first column. We will refer to this type of exports, where the accompanying jobs are located abroad, 

as “indirect exports”. Turning to the imports, m, of country r, which are in the second third column of 

the 12���	�����	��
��  matrix, the diagonal elements are the “direct imports” of country r from 

country 2 (7%%,�) and 3 (7&&,�) respectively, meaning that these are imports of country r where the 

jobs are located in the country from which country r is sourcing its imports
9
. The first row elements in 

the second and third columns, 7�%,� and 7�&,� are the jobs embodied in “re-imports” of country r from 

country 2 and 3 respectively. Finally, the off-diagonal element, for example, 7&%,�, are jobs located in 

country 3 but linked to an import by country r from country 2.  

Before turning to the results of this counterfactual exercise we briefly discuss the assumptions 

underlying it and the main caveats of this approach (see also Backer and Yamano, 2008). A first 

caveat is that the job embodiment of international trade is calculated assuming fixed-input and 

factor requirements. While this assumption is not specific to the counterfactual exercise we calculate 

but inherent in any input-output approach it has to be kept in mind when such a counterfactual 

calculation is undertaken. Secondly and related to that, the assumption of constant input coefficients 

does not account for the quality of input factors and goods produced which may vary considerably 

across countries. This is because an implicit assumption in the counterfactual is that imports and 

national production are perfectly substitutable with no costs and all products can actually be 

produced at home. This further implies that we ignore the existence of non-competing imports as 

well as the (very likely) possibility that some countries may not have the technological capabilities to 

produce their entire import vectors domestically. Taken together, these assumptions neglect 

potential gains from trade which may include gains from variety and increasing returns to scale but 

also the basic fact that the autarky price of the imported goods tend to be higher than with free 

trade. Finally, within each country it is assumed that the labour productivity to produce the export 

vector is the same as the labour productivity to produce the output for domestic demand. This may 

be appropriate for most countries but for countries with large export-processing zones such as China 

or enclave economies such as the maquiladoras in Mexico. Distinguishing between labour 

productivity for domestic production and labour productivity for producing exports would require 

separate input-output data for export processing zones and the rest of the economy which are not 

                                                           
9
 Note that in the counterfactual calculation we apply country r’s labour input requirements to arrive at the 

number of jobs embodied in both exports and imports, irrespective of where the job is located. 
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available in the WIOT. While this is not a shortcoming of the counterfactual but due to data 

limitations that affect the WIOT data in general, it is relevant for the assumption in the 

counterfactual that the import vector is produced with the labour productivity for domestic 

production.  

 

4. Results 

In this section we present the main results for the job embodiment of international trade for the 

period 1995-2009. We start with presenting the results at the level of total employment and then 

move to the level of occupations. In order to make the results digestible, they are presented mainly 

for country groups and selected (large) economies. 

 

4.1 Job Embodiment of international trade: Total employment 

As pointed out above an economy that requires more employment to produce its export vector than 

it would require for producing its import vector domestically (with its own labour productivity) has a 

positive job embodiment of international trade. Table 1a shows that among the three main economic 

poles – the EU27, NAFTA and Asia – Asia is found to have a huge positive job embodiment of 

international trade while for NAFTA countries have large negative value, implying that the number of 

jobs that would be created if NAFTA could produce all their imports domestically and demand would 

be unchanged (which is unlikely to be the case) exceeds the number of jobs linked to foreign exports 

demand.  

The position of the EU27 is mixed. For most years during the period 1995-2009 the EU27 ends up 

having a positive job embodiment of international trade reaching a maximum of 2.7 million jobs in 

1997. Exceptions are the years 2000 and the period 2006-2008 where the EU27 has a negative 

balance in this trade-related net job measure. In 2009 the EU27 regained a positive job embodiment 

of international trade amounting to just over 1 million jobs. The results for EU member states vary 

with some countries, e.g. France, Italy and Germany (except 1995) recording permanent positive job 

embodiment of international trade and other countries, e.g. Spain, Portugal and Greece, recording 

permanent negative job embodiment of international trade throughout the period 1995-2009
10

. A 

comparison of our results in 2000 for the EU countries with those in De Backer – Yamano (2008) is 

reassuring as the sign is the same for all countries also covered in that study with the exception of 

the Slovak Republic. Also the difference in magnitude between the two results are smaller for most 

EU OECD countries than in the case of the U.S. and our results in some instances are higher and in 

others lower than in De Backer – Yamano (2008). 

  

                                                           
10

 Individual results for all 40 WIOD countries are provided in Appendix 1. 
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Table 1a: Job embodiment of international trade, 1995-2009, in thousands 

 
Note: ASIA comprises Japan, China, South Korea, Taiwan, India and Indonesia; OTHER DEVELOEPD comprises Australia; OTHER EMERGING 

comprises Brazil, Russia, Turkey.  
 

Table 1b: Job embodiment of international trade, 1995-2009, in % of total employment 

 
Note: ASIA comprises Japan, China, South Korea, Taiwan, India and Indonesia; OTHER DEVELOEPD comprises Australia; OTHER EMERGING 

comprises Brazil, Russia, Turkey.  

 

When splitting between EU15 and EU12 countries we find that the EU15 as an aggregate is 

permanently having a positive job embodiment in international trade, on average about 1 million 

jobs per year from 1995-2009, while the data for the EU12 are yielding negative results in almost all 

years (with the exception of 1995, 1996 and 2009). The experience of the EU12 points towards three 

important points to be kept in mind in our counterfactual exercise. First of all, the net job 

embodiment measure can be very distinct from welfare, growth and productivity effects. In 

particular productivity effects can be inversely related to employment (and hence also the job 

embodiment of net imports) if technological progress is labour-saving. Second, our approach cannot 

capture dynamic effects related to trade which are definitely present in the EU12 in the period 1995-

2009 were an entire region was transformed to a market economy. Finally, our counterfactual 

calculations are strongly influenced by the trade balance. Since most EU12 countries tend to have 

trade deficits the negative job embodiment of international trade is not surprising. We will come 

back to the role of the trade balance for the job embodiment of trade below.  

Turning to the U.S. which mainly drives the result for the NAFTA bloc our results broadly confirm the 

finding in Groshen – Hobijn – McConnell (2005) which is little surprising given the large US trade 

1995 2000 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009

EU27 2,483          512-               378               381-               616-               1,027-          1,051          

EU15 1,681         95                 558              187              393              228              420              

EU12 803              606-              180-              568-              1,009-         1,256-         630              

NAFTA 1,680-          5,828-          9,523-          10,431-       10,490-       11,213-       9,014-          

USA 2,049-         5,594-         8,235-         8,580-         8,023-         7,665-         6,425-         

ASIA 67,759       81,341       115,278    131,469    127,639    143,534    115,921    

JPN 121              499              347              322              514              138              383-              

CHN 51,723      52,131      94,293      106,943   106,200   129,915   113,165   

IND 14,217           23,150           15,948           19,669           16,979           12,265           207                  

OTHER DEVELOPED 29                  31-                  384-               430-               571-               361-               531-               

OTHER EMERGING 6,335-          3,555          2,736          746               4,181-          6,845-          6,660-          

WIOD 40 62,257       78,524       108,484    120,973    111,781    124,089    100,766    

1995 2000 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009

EU27 1.24 -0.24 0.17 -0.17 -0.27 -0.45 0.47

EU15 1.07 0.06 0.32 0.10 0.22 0.12 0.23

EU12 1.85 -1.36 -0.42 -1.30 -2.26 -2.76 1.41

NAFTA -0.93 -2.89 -4.56 -4.89 -4.86 -5.13 -4.26

USA -1.53 -3.79 -5.53 -5.67 -5.26 -5.05 -4.42

ASIA 5.44 6.13 8.12 9.19 8.92 9.96 8.02

JPN 0.18 0.77 0.54 0.50 0.80 0.22 -0.66

CHN 7.60 7.23 12.44 14.00 13.79 16.77 14.51

IND 3.73 5.55 3.39 4.17 3.69 2.65 0.04

OTHER DEVELOPED 0.35 -0.35 -3.83 -4.18 -5.40 -3.16 -4.42

OTHER EMERGING -3.74 2.04 1.44 0.39 -2.16 -3.49 -3.44

WIOD 40 3.5 4.1 5.3 5.8 5.4 5.9 4.8
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deficit throughout the years. However, the results differ considerably in magnitude. While the above 

mentioned study reports a ‘job loss’ of 2.6 million in 2003, our data suggests negative job 

embodiment in international trade in the magnitude of 6.9 million in the same year, about 4.8% of 

the U.S. employment (Table 1b). Presumably, this large difference stems from the fact that Groshen 

– Hobijn – McConnell (2005) base their calculations on U.S. input-output data and not a global input-

output matrix. From 2003 to 2006 the negative balance in the job embodiment of international trade 

of the U.S. increased to reach its peak in 2006 at 8 million jobs. In 2009 the value returned to the 

level prevailing in 2002. 

The results for Asia, driven by the outstanding performance of China but also other large emerging 

Asian countries such as India contributed to the region’s positive job embodiment of international 

trade. China contributed on average three quarters to Asia’s huge positive job embodiment in 

international trade over the period 2005-2009. The trade-related net job embodiment for China in 

our counterfactual is indeed astonishing reaching a peak of 130 million jobs in 2008 which is almost 

17% of total Chinese employment. While the positive result for China is undisputed given its huge 

trade surplus, the magnitude of it must to be taken with a grain of salt. This is because of the above 

mentioned difficulties arising from China’s export processing zones. Since Chinese labour productivity 

for domestic use is lower than that in export processing zones, our counterfactual may overestimate 

the Chinese job embodiment of net imports.  

Finally, we would like to mention the positive job embodiment of trade for the 40 WIOD overall
11

. 

The positive result which amounts to roughly 100 million jobs in 2009 is of course strongly influenced 

by the large figure for China. Considering all caveats of our counterfactual, this result is still 

interesting because it is to a large extent due to the fact that over the last two decades global 

production has increasingly shifted to emerging markets, above all China. This must be supposed to 

have increased the allocative efficiency. But these allocative efficiency gains are only gains given the 

existing differences in wages and productivity and assuming full employment. Our counterfactual 

result would suggest that though international trade has increased the allocative efficiency in the 

global economy, in a purely technical sense global production may have become less productive or, 

alternatively, less capital-intensive. In any case, the re-organisation of production induced by 

globalisation seem to have caused a decline in global labour productivity – in an input per output not 

input per revenue perspective.  

Table 1b presents the job embodiment of international trade relative to the total employment in the 

respective country. A major insight from this is that the net job embodiment is relatively small in the 

EU27 as an aggregate (masking larger values for some small EU member states). The job embodiment 

of trade never exceeded 1% of EU employment since the beginning of the new millennium and in 

recent years has even remained below half a percentage. In contrast, in the US and China the relative 

job embodiment of international trade is sizeable reaching up to -5.7% and +16.8% respectively.  

We now return to the issue of the trade balance position on the result for the job embodiment of 

international trade in our counterfactual. Table 2 contains the results of the regression of the job 

                                                           
11

 One could at the result for the rest of the world to the global total but this requires assumptions about the 

employment requirements for the rest of the world. Using (somewhat arbitrarily) the average of Brazil, China, 

India, Indonesia, Russia and Turkey we can calculate the job embodiment for the rest of the world (not 

reported here). Adding the result which is a job loss does not change the overall positive global job 

embodiment of international trade.  
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embodiment of international trade on the trade balance. Unsurprisingly, all regressions in Table 2 

deliver a significant coefficient for the trade balance. According to the result of the fixed effects 

model (specification 3) including the full sample, i.e. the 40 WIOD countries, a 1 million larger trade 

deficit would coincide with a deterioration of the job embodiment of international  trade of 56 jobs. 

The explanatory power of the model is very high with a coefficient of determination of over 0.9.  

Table 2: Regression results for the job embodiment of international trade, 1995-2009 

Number of jobs in ‘000, trade balance in million USD 

 

Dependent variable: job embodiment in international trade 

 
Note: tb_net is the the net trade balance. Fixed effects estimations include both country and year fixed effects. Standard errors and t-values 

in parenthesis. *** denotes statistical significance at the 1% level. Regression (4) excludes CHN and IND from the sample. 

 

However, specification (4) shows that this result is strongly influenced by China and India. Omitting 

these two countries reduces the effect of a deterioration of the trade balance on the job 

embodiment of net imports considerably. Figure 1 visualises the correlation between the trade 

balance position and the job embodiment of international trade. The line depicts the regression line 

from the fixed effect regression in Table 2 (specification 3). Figure 2 shows that China and India are 

strongly influencing the regression results. The reason is that the comparatively low labour 

productivity of these countries makes the job embodiment of international trade more sensitive to 

changes in the trade balance.  

Because of the large influence of emerging markets on the regression results in specification (5) we 

reduce the sample to the EU27 countries. Taking the regressions at face value a 1 million larger trade 

deficit of the typical EU member state would reduce the job embodiment of net imports by 11 jobs. 

The explanatory power of the model is again very high with an adjusted of R-square of 0.93. 

  

tb_net 0.0606 *** 0.1274 *** 0.0562 *** 0.0100 *** 0.0111 ***

(.0195) (.0603) (.0143) (.000845) (.000543)

(3.1) (2.11) (3.92) (11.83) (20.44)

constant 1.7609 *** 0.0094 -1.0343 *** -0.3244 *** -0.1485 ***

(.415736) (1.618094) (.549306) (.24642) (.047313)

(4.24) (.01) -(1.88) -(1.32) -(3.14)

F 9.62 4.47 19.94 38.33 127.81

R
2

0.1793 0.5941 0.9233 0.7940 0.9361

R
2 -adj. 0.9157 0.7733 0.9288

Obs. 600 40 600 570 390

fixed effects 

EU27

(5)

fixed effects 

WIOD 40

w/o China & India

(4)

pooled 

WIOD 40

(1)

cross-section 

WIOD 40 (2009)

(2)

fixed effects

WIOD 40

(3)
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Figure 1a: Correlation between trade balance position and job embodiment of international trade, all WIOD countries, 1995-2009 

 
Note: The line represents the regression line from the fixed effects regression in Table 2 for all 40 WIOD countries (column 3). 

 
Figure 1b: Correlation between trade balance position and job embodiment of international trade, EU27, 1995-2009 

 
Note: The blue solid line represents the regression line from the fixed effects regression in Table 2 for the EU27 countries (column 5). The 

dashed line represents the regression line from the fixed effects regression in Table 2 for all 40 WIOD countries (column 3).DEU omitted for 

reasons of scaling. 

 

The result is again visualised (Figure 1b) where we omit Germany for reasons of scaling. The blue 

(flatter) line represents the regression line from specification (5) in Table 2, relevant for the EU27 

sample, while the dashed line represents the regression line from specification (3), relevant for the 

full WIOD sample. 
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The bottom line of this is that the job embodiment of international trade is are highly dependent on 

the trade balance.  

4.1 Job Embodiment of international trade: Job embodiment by components 

In this section we provide some results on the individual components of the resulting job 

embodiment matrix. In particular, we disentangle the job embodiment in net imports into the jobs 

attributed to direct and indirect exports and direct and indirect imports as well as re-imports which 

are the elements of the 12���	�����	��
��  matrix in equation (4).   

Table 3 shows the individual elements for the same major regions and selected countries as Table 1 

for the year 2009 (upper panel) and the changes between 1995 and 2009. Before we comment on 

these results note that we group together direct exports (column 1 in Table 3) and re-imports 

(column 2) because these two elements are those with jobs being located in the reporting economy. 

Adding the jobs embodied in direct exports and in re-imports yields the jobs which are located “at 

home” and which are linked to international trade (column 3). In the next bloc we group together 

direct imports (column 4), indirect imports (column 5) and indirect exports (column 6). Summing up 

these three elements yields the (counterfactual) jobs located abroad and linked to international 

trade (column 7)
12

. Note that by grouping the elements in the 12���	�����	��
��  matrix according to 

the location of the job – at home or abroad – we add up positive entries (i.e. jobs linked to exports) 

and negative entries (i.e. jobs linked to imports) within the two groups (jobs at home and jobs 

abroad). This is particularly important in the case of jobs located abroad because of the relatively 

large number of jobs embodied in indirect exports which reduces the absolute value of the overall 

jobs located abroad
13

. As a result the number of jobs located abroad is significantly lower than the 

number of jobs linked to imports (direct and indirect).  

This grouping is logically consistent. Consider, for example that a domestic firm offshores parts of its 

production, implying that 100 jobs are moved abroad. The net effect of this is that the job 

embodiment declines by 100. The effect within the individual elements would be that the jobs linked 

to direct exports decline by 100 and the jobs linked to indirect exports increase by 100. However, 

since an indirect export by definition must be accompanied by an import flow, there is also an 

increase of 100 jobs in the country’s direct imports from the country where the domestic firm has 

moved its production to. Hence, in this example the jobs located at home would decline by 100 while 

the jobs located abroad would remain unchanged (+100 in indirect exports and -100 in direct 

imports) which in sum leads to a decline of 100 of the job embodiment of international trade in the 

reporting economy.  

Obviously, when adding up the jobs located at home and linked to trade (column 3) and the jobs 

located abroad and linked to trade (column 7) yields the job embodiment of international trade 

(column 8). Of course, it is equally possible to group together jobs linked to exports (column 10) and 

jobs linked to imports (column 11).   

 

                                                           
12

 In the case of direct and indirect imports as well as indirect exports the jobs are counterfactual jobs. 
13

 The number of (counterfactual) jobs located abroad is negative because jobs linked to imports enter the 

analysis with a negative sign. The indirect exports, which are positive, are “deducted” from this negative 

number.  
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Table 3: Components of the job embodiment in international trade, 2009, in thousands (upper panel) and changes in the job embodiment in international trade between 1995 and 2009, in %, (lower panel) 

 

Note: ASIA comprises Japan, China, South Korea, Taiwan, India and Indonesia; OTHER DEVELOEPD comprises Australia; OTHER EMERGING comprises Brazil, Russia, Turkey.  

year: 2009

(1) (2) (3)

(1) + (2)

(4) (5) (6) (7)

(4) + (5) + (6)

(8)

(3) + (7)

(10)

(1) + (6)

(11)

(2) + (4) + (5)

(12)

(10) + (11)

Direct Exports Re-imports "Jobs at home" Direkt Imports

Indirekt 

Imports Indirekt Exports "Jobs abroad"

Job 

embodiment in 

international 

trade

jobs linked to 

exports

(home + 

abroad)

jobs linked to 

imports

(home + 

abroad)

Job 

embodiment in 

international 

trade

EU27 54,152 -929 53,223 -55,477 -16,567 19,871 -52,172 1,051 74,023 -72,973 1,051

EU15 40,190 -858 39,332 -40,791 -11,853 13,732 -38,912 420 53,922 -53,501 420

EU12 13,962 -71 13,891 -14,686 -4,714 6,139 -13,261 630 20,102 -19,471 630

NAFTA 20,762 -752 20,010 -27,792 -6,834 5,602 -29,024 -9,014 26,364 -35,377 -9,014

USA 10,371 -657 9,714 -14,077 -3,620 1,558 -16,139 -6,425 11,929 -18,354 -6,425

ASIA 281,622 -6,257 275,365 -174,287 -40,149 54,992 -159,444 115,921 336,614 -220,694 115,921

JPN 5,579 -103 5,476 -5,553 -1,182 877 -5,859 -383 6,455 -6,838 -383

CHN 201,049 -5,813 195,236 -97,622 -21,271 36,822 -82,071 113,165 237,870 -124,706 113,165

OTHER DEVELOPED 1,591 -9 1,582 -1,856 -494 236 -2,113 -531 1,827 -2,359 -531

OTHER EMERGING 25,927 -134 25,793 -28,799 -6,462 2,807 -32,453 -6,660 28,735 -35,395 -6,660

WIOD 40 384,055 -8,082 375,973 -288,210 -70,506 83,509 -275,207 100,766 467,564 -366,797 100,766

changes 1995-2009

(1) (2) (3)

(1) + (2)

(4) (5) (6) (7)

(4) + (5) + (6)

(8)

(3) + (7)

(10)

(1) + (6)

(11)

(2) + (4) + (5)

(12)

(10) + (11)

Direct Exports Re-imports "Jobs at home" Direkt Imports

Indirekt 

Imports Indirekt Exports "Jobs abroad"

Job 

embodiment in 

international 

trade

jobs linked to 

exports

(home + 

abroad)

jobs linked to 

imports

(home + 

abroad)

Job 

embodiment in 

international 

trade

EU27 29.4 35.0 29.3 35.1 78.1 69.9 34.9 -57.7 38.3 42.9 -57.7

EU15 28.9 31.9 28.8 33.8 71.4 60.9 34.8 -75.0 35.7 40.6 -75.0

EU12 31.0 89.2 30.8 38.7 97.5 94.3 35.1 -21.5 45.5 49.6 -21.5

NAFTA 7.9 -20.0 9.4 35.1 97.0 37.7 45.3 436.4 13.1 41.6 436.4

USA -2.6 -23.6 -0.7 27.2 78.4 23.7 36.4 213.5 0.2 31.5 213.5

ASIA 65.7 596.5 62.9 71.7 113.6 189.8 57.4 71.1 78.1 82.1 71.1

JPN 8.0 1.4 8.1 19.6 67.7 116.9 18.5 -416.6 15.9 25.5 -416.6

CHN 79.2 735.8 75.1 60.3 79.2 183.1 37.3 118.8 90.0 69.8 118.8

OTHER DEVELOPED 27.5 154.2 27.2 61.5 125.5 54.4 73.9 -1,936.8 30.5 72.0 -1,936.8

OTHER EMERGING 34.6 46.3 34.5 25.4 42.6 41.4 27.2 5.1 35.2 28.3 5.1

WIOD 40 52.7 208.3 51.0 53.9 94.1 126.4 47.4 61.9 62.1 62.2 61.9

Jobs located at home linked to trade Jobs located abroad linked to trade

Jobs located at home linked to trade Jobs located abroad linked to trade
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Turning to the results in Table 3 we find for example that the almost equilibrated job embodiment of 

international of the EU27 (+1 million) in 2009, already shown in Table 1, is the result of 53 million 

trade-related jobs located in the EU and 52 million trade-related jobs located abroad. Given the 

much lower labour productivity, the number of jobs embodied in exports and imports is much higher 

for emerging markets such as China. In the case of China, the number of jobs located at home which 

are linked to trade is almost 4 times that of the EU, amounting to almost 200 million. Another 

noteworthy aspect is that together with the growth in world trade both jobs located at home and 

(counterfactual) jobs located abroad have increased in all major regions between 1995 and 2009 

(Table 3, lower panel). Nevertheless the growth dynamics were very different with domestic jobs in 

the EU growing by 29%, compared to 35% for the (counterfactual) jobs located abroad. A strong 

asymmetry in the growth of trade-related domestic jobs and trade-related jobs abroad is present in 

the NAFTA countries where the latter grew by 45%, 5 times as much as trade-related domestic jobs 

leading to the highly negative job embodiment in international trade in 2009. Also, the US is the only 

major trading nation that actually registered a decline (-1%) in the number of domestic jobs which 

are linked to trade between 1995 and 2009. In contrast, impressive growth figures for the number of 

domestic jobs embodied in trade are found for Asia, amounting to 75%, about twice the growth rate 

of (hypothetical) jobs located abroad which are linked to trade.    

Table 3 (upper panel) also shows that jobs linked to direct exports and jobs linked to direct imports 

are still the largest elements, exceeding by far the indirect exports and the indirect imports 

respectively. Nevertheless, these indirect elements which are a proxy for more complex trade 

interactions such as production sharing have become quite significant. Taking all 40 WIOD countries 

together, in 2009 almost 18% of jobs linked to exports were embodied in indirect exports and close 

to 20% of all jobs linked to imports embodied in indirect imports. The highest values in this respect 

are found for the EU27 which yields values of 27% for the indirect exports and 23% for the indirect 

imports. Note also, that the number of jobs linked to indirect exports and imports were growing 

much faster than the jobs embodied in direct exports and imports between 1995 and 2009. Figures 

2a and 2b illustrate that for a number of larger EU member states
14

 and emerging markets. Figure 2a 

shows that the increase in the share of jobs embodied in indirect exports in jobs embodied total 

exports is a general trend across EU member states, maybe with the exception of the United 

Kingdom
15

. Among the larger EU member states Poland, which started with a comparatively low 

share of jobs in indirect exports in 2009, and Germany have the highest ratios of jobs in indirect 

relative to total exports in 2009. The lowest rations are found for Italy and the United Kingdom. The 

trend towards higher shares of jobs embodied in indirect imports was even more synchronised 

among large EU member states, with the shares increasing from between 17%-19% in 1995 to 

between 22%-24% in 2009 with an interim peak in 2008 of above 25%.  

  

                                                           
14

 We only show the ratios of larger EU member states because they are more comparable because the country 

size typically matters for the share of jobs embodied in indirect exports and imports with smaller countries 

typically having higher ratios. 
15

 The ratio of jobs embodied in indirect imports to jobs embodied in total imports is methodologically similar 

to the vertical specialisation measure by Hummels- Ishii – Yi (2001). 
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Figure 2a: Jobs in indirect exports relative to jobs in total exports (right panel) and 'counterfactual' jobs in indirect imports relative to 

'counterfactual' jobs in total imports (right panel), selected EU member states, 1995-2009 

 

Figure 2b: Jobs in indirect exports relative to jobs in total exports (right panel) and 'counterfactual' jobs in indirect imports relative to 

'counterfactual' jobs in total imports (right panel), selected EU member states, 1995-2009 

 

The trend for the relative share of jobs in indirect exports is equally positive for most emerging 

markets though these started with a much lower share in 1995 with the exception of Mexico whose 

share of jobs embodied in indirect exports was already at 25% in 1995 and further increased to 

above 30% in 2009. No increasing trend is found for Russia and Brazil, two countries that still have a 

large share of primary products in their exports with less scope for international production sharing. 
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The increasing share of jobs in indirect imports is again more synchronised and for Turkey and Brazil 

the share was exceeding 25% in 2009 and very similar to that of large EU member states. 

We now turn to the analysis of the job embodiment of international trade at the level of occupations.  

 

4.2 Job Embodiment of international trade: Patterns across occupations 

As mentioned above the analysis of occupation specific job embodiments of international trade has 

to be confined to the EU27 countries.  

The job embodiment of international trade at the level of occupations is calculated for each EU 

member state at the level of 1-digit and 2-digit ISCO categories. Figure 3 provides the combined 

results for the EU27 aggregated to the 1-digit ISCO level for the years 2005 and 2008. In 2005 the 

EU27 had a slight trade account surplus while in 2008 the trade account was in deficit. As a reminder, 

at the level of total employment the EU registered a positive job embodiment of international trade 

in the magnitude of 380,000 jobs (0.17% of total employment) but a negative position in 2008 of 

about 1 million jobs (0.45% of total employment). While the trade balance is important for the job 

embodiment of international trade for total employment, Figure 3 emphasise the patterns of the job 

embodiment of international trade across occupations, which is less dependent on the trade account 

position.  

 

Figure 3: Job embodiment of international trade in the EU27, by occupational categories, 2005, in thousands 

 
Note: Occupations according to 1-digtit ISCO classification. 2008 EU without Bulgaria, Slovenia and Sweden. 
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In both 2005 and 2008 the EU27 as an aggregate seems to be benefiting in terms of high skilled jobs 

as the job embodiment of international trade is positive in this type of occupations according to our 

counterfactual while in many low skill occupations the EU trade-related jobs located abroad exceed 

those located in the EU. A large positive job embodiment of international trade is found in the group 

of professionals (which include e.g. scientists, doctors, teachers and artists) and technicians (which 

include e.g. engineers, aircraft pilots or travel consultants). The result suggests that in 2005 there 

were about 539,000 more technicians embodied in the EU27’s exports than there are technicians 

embodied in EU27 imports. The corresponding figure for professionals was 357,000 in 2005. In 2008 

these numbers are even somewhat higher despite the overall negative job embodiment in 

international trade. Clerks (including bookkeepers, postmen, receptionists etc.) are also among the 

occupations with a positive job embodiment of international trade, amounting to 437,000 jobs in 

2005. In contrast, the EU27’s job embodiment of international trade was negative for craftsmen (e.g. 

carpenters, plumbers, mechanics etc.) and plant and machine operators, i.e. the typical blue collar 

workers. In the case of the latter occupation category the latter, the jobs embodied in imports 

exceeded the jobs embodied in exports by 462,000 whereas in the case of craft-related jobs the 

number was 211,000, where both figures refer to 2005. There are also more jobs in elementary 

occupations (e.g. cleaner, doorkeepers, garbage collectors, freight handlers, etc.) embodied in EU 

imports than in EU exports and the same is true for skilled agricultural workers though in the case of 

the latter the magnitude of the job embodiment of international trade puts some doubt on the data 

in this occupation category
16

. Overall, the pattern of the resulting job embodiment of international 

trade across occupations that emerges from our counterfactual exercise suggests that international 

trade has led to a “job upgrading” in the EU. It is also in line with the expectation that trade increases 

the demand for skilled labour in developed countries.  

We now refine the analysis by switching to the 2-digit ISCO categories. At this level we omit some 

occupation for reason of data inconsistency (market-oriented skilled agricultural and fishery workers 

– ISCO 61 and agricultural, fishery and related labourers – ISCO 92) or lack of interest from a trade 

perspective (armed forces – ISCO 1 and legislators and senior officials – ISCO 11). In Figure 4 we show 

again the results for the EU in 2005 where the occupations are ranked following the wage ranking by 

Goos – Manning – Salomons (2010)
17

.  

A first observation is that a positive job embodiment of international trade for the EU in higher 

paying occupations is fully confirmed. The only exceptions are life science and health jobs (both 

professionals and associates professionals) which may be influenced by the EU’s relative low level of 

research and development in biotechnology and other life science areas
18

. Nevertheless, taking the 

eight highest paying occupation categories together, in 2005 the EU was employing 940 million more 

people in these occupations who were producing for exports than people working abroad for 

producing EU imports. 

 

  

                                                           
16

 Goos – Manning – Salomons (2010) exclude this category (ISCO 6) and also agricultural and fishery labourers 

(ISCO 92) from their analysis because of lack of consistency in the data.  
17

 Because we are using the wage ranking of Goos – Manning – Salomons (2010) we omit two further 

occupation categories, ISCO 23 and ISC 33, because they are not included in the analysis of these authors. 
18

 See: European Commission „Forsighting Europe“, Issue 11, 2nd quarter 2006. 

http://ec.europa.eu/research/social-sciences/pdf/foresight-newsletter-11_en.pdf 
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Figure 4: Job embodiment of international trade in the EU27, by occupational categories, 2005, in thousands 

 
Note: Occupations according to 2-digtit ISCO classification. Categories 1 (Armed forces), 11 (Legislators and senior officials), 61 (Market-

oriented skilled agricultural and fishery workers) and 92 (Agricultural, fishery and related labourers) as well as 23 (Teaching professionals) 

and 33 (Teaching associate professionals) omitted. Ranking of occupations by wages taken from Goos – Manning –  Salomons (2010).  

 

In the middle and lower paying occupation the picture is more mixed and the neat pattern found at 

the more aggregate level is partly lost. The EU has a negative job embodiment of international trade 

in several middle paying occupations such as metal and machinery workers (ISCO 72) and plant 

operators (ISCO 81 & ISCO 83). At the same time office clerks and customer service clerks are higher 

in demand in Europe because of international trade. Similarly, in the low wage segment there are 

also occupations with both positive and negative job embodiment of international trade. The 

combined net job embodiment of international trade in low paying jobs is positive (254 million) while 

it is negative for the middle paying jobs (-237 million). Hence, our counterfactual exercise would 

suggest that international trade as a whole (and not just offshoring) implies a nuanced job 

polarization, i.e. growth in the labour demand for high and low paying jobs to the detriment of 

middle paying jobs, for Europe. The occupations that drive this mild form of polarisation are the 

typical routine-task intensive jobs that do not require much face-to-face contact within the middle 

paying segment and occupations that involve direct customer contact in the low wage segment. 

Hence, there is an obvious overlap with the offshoring literature as the former are typical 

occupations that score high in the ‘offshoreability index’ while the latter are characterised by very 

low offshoreability (compare for example Goos – Manning – Salomons, 2010) or are entirely 

classified as “not offshoreable” (Blinder, 2009).  

Jobs: +941 mn Jobs: -237 mn Jobs: +254 mn 
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Figure 5 presents again the EU27’s job embodiment of international trade but this time as a 

percentage of the total employment in the respective industry. 

Figure 5: Job embodiment of international trade in the EU27, by occupational categories, 2005, in % of employment 

 
 
Note: Occupations according to 2-digtit ISCO classification. Categories 1 (Armed forces), 11 (Legislators and senior officials), 61 (Market-

oriented skilled agricultural and fishery workers) and 92 (Agricultural, fishery and related labourers) as well as 23 (Teaching professionals) 

and 33 (Teaching associate professionals) omitted. Ranking of occupations by wages taken from Goos – Manning – Salomons (2010). 

These relative results for the job embodiment of international trade show that despite the very small 

overall net result for the job embodiment of international trade for the EU27 – 380,000 jobs or 0.17% 

of employment in 2005 – the impact on jobs is quite substantial for some occupations. This is for 

example the case for stationary plant operators (ISCO 81) where our counterfactual suggests that the 

excess of (hypothetical) stationary plant operators abroad producing for EU imports over domestic 

stationary plant operators in the EU embodied in EU exports is about 4.6% of total jobs. In contrast, 

for models and salespersons (ISCO 52) and other craft worker (which include many occupations 

related to food processing but also textiles) the job embodiment of international trade is positive and 

amounts to 3.9% and 5.2% of the total labour demand in these two occupations respectively.  

Finally we present the results in Table 4 for five EU sub-regions: a group of core EU countries 

(Austria, the Benelux, Germany and France), the EU north (Denmark, Finland, Sweden), the EU west 

(Ireland, United Kingdom), the EU south (Cyprus, Greece, Italy, Malta, Portugal, Spain) and finally, the 

EU east which comprises the 10 Central and Eastern European member states (the Baltics, Bulgaria, 

Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland, Romania, Slovak Republic, Slovenia)
19

.    

                                                           
19

 For the job embodiment of international trade for individual EU member states see Appendix 3. 
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Table 4: Job embodiment of international trade in EU-subgroups, by occupational categories, 2005, in % of employment 

 
Note: Occupations according to 2-digtit ISCO classification. Categories 1 (Armed forces), 11 (Legislators and senior officials), 61 (Market-

oriented skilled agricultural and fishery workers) and 92 (Agricultural, fishery and related labourers) as well as 23 (Teaching professionals) 

and 33 (Teaching associate professionals) omitted. Ranking of occupations by wages taken from Goos – Manning –  Salomons (2010).  

* Total includes omitted ISCO-categories. EU core: AUT, BEL, DEU, FRA, LUX, NED; EU north: DNK,FIN, SWE; EU west: GBR, IRL; EU south: 

CYP, ESP, GRC, ITA, MLT, PRT; EU east: BLG, CZE, EST, HUN, LTU, LVA, POL, ROU, SVK, SVN.  

The results are mainly as expected. The EU core and the EU north have positive job embodiments of 

international trade – overall 4.1% and 5.4% of total employment respectively. Note also, that these 

two EU regions have a have positive job embodiments of international trade across almost all 

occupations, including those where anxieties about job losses due to offshoring are particularly 

strong. In the EU north the sole exception is other craft workers (ISCO 74). As mentioned above the 

reasons for this are the trade surplus as well as the export specialisation as these countries tend to 

export in industries that have high demand for jobs that are prone to offshoring (e.g. 

ISCO 81, 72, 82). In contrast, the UK and Ireland as well as the EU south have a negative job 

embodiment of international trade – overall and particularly in many easily ‘offshoreable’ jobs but 

also in handicraft occupations (ISCO 74). Interestingly, both sub-regions also have a negative net 

balance in high paying jobs, including managers and scientists. The EU east ends up with an almost 

balanced job embodiment of international trade in our counterfactual but with considerable 

variation across occupation categories. In contrast to the EU as a whole, the EU east is rather 

‘downgrading’ their skill structure with substantial negative job embodiments of international trade 

in the high wage, high skill occupation segment. A large positive job embodiment of international 

trade in the EU east is registered for other craft workers (ISCO 74). The EU east is also in a job surplus 

position in several occupations where one may suspect offshoring (from EU core to the EU east) as 

the explanation such as machine operators (ISCO 82) but this is not a general pattern as a significant 

negative job embodiment of international trade is registered for example for stationary-plant 

operators (ISCO 81). 

Overall, the pattern of the job embodiment in international trade across occupations of the EU27 

reflects the pattern of the EU15, simply because of the much larger economic size compared to the 

EU12. This is shown in Figure 6, which shows the job embodiment of international trade of the EU27 

in comparison with the EU15 and the EU12. As can be seen, it is particularly at the high wage jobs 

that the EU15 is determining the overall result of the job embodiment in international trade but also 

Occupation (2-digit ISCO-88) EU27 EU core EU north EU west EU south EU east

12 Corporate managers 0.5 6.5 7.0 -2.7 -6.6 -1.2

21 Physical, mathematical, engineering science professionals 1.7 10.4 9.7 -1.5 -13.0 -14.2

22 Life science and health professionals -0.1 0.6 1.8 -0.1 -1.2 -0.4

24 Other professionals 1.6 6.6 6.4 2.8 -5.8 -5.1

13 General managers 1.1 5.7 4.6 -2.5 -2.4 3.9

31 Physical and engineering science associate professionals 2.7 9.1 10.6 -2.1 -4.2 -4.0

34 Other associate professionals 1.7 4.9 5.9 -0.4 -2.8 -0.6

32 Life science and health associate professionals -0.4 0.4 1.6 -2.2 -2.4 -0.2

83 Drivers and mobile-plant operators -2.4 -0.7 5.6 -7.5 -8.9 3.4

81 Stationary-plant and related operators -4.6 2.5 21.8 -15.2 -13.7 -5.8

72 Metal, machinery and related trades workers -1.7 11.3 8.9 -10.9 -9.1 -11.4

73 Precision, handicraft, printing and related trades workers 2.4 11.8 14.5 -7.9 -4.3 0.8

41 Office clerks 1.7 6.0 6.5 -0.6 -3.9 0.1

42 Customer services clerks 2.6 6.3 6.0 3.3 -2.5 0.0

71 Extraction and building trades workers -2.4 -0.7 2.1 -3.1 -4.4 -2.4

82 Machine operators and assemblers -1.9 5.1 13.8 -27.1 -7.0 1.7

74 Other craft and related trades workers 5.2 -2.2 -4.3 -26.9 3.0 15.9

51 Personal and protective services workers -1.1 -0.2 1.1 -1.6 -1.4 -3.6

93 Labourers in mining, construction, manufacturing and transport -1.0 5.6 4.8 -7.6 -4.9 -1.9

52 Models, salespersons and demonstrators 3.9 4.9 7.4 1.0 -0.3 8.3

91 Sales and services elementary occupations 0.9 5.0 3.4 0.2 -2.7 -2.4

Total* 0.2 4.1 5.4 -3.1 -4.4 -0.1
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at most other occupations with only some exceptions. These exceptions are mainly the craft-related 

occupations, ISCO 73 and ISCO 74.  

Figure 6: Job embodiment of international trade in the EU27, the EU15 and the EU12, by occupational categories, 2005, in thousands 

 

Note: Occupations according to 2-digtit ISCO classification. Categories 1 (Armed forces), 11 (Legislators and senior officials), 61 (Market-

oriented skilled agricultural and fishery workers) and 92 (Agricultural, fishery and related labourers) as well as 23 (Teaching professionals) 

and 33 (Teaching associate professionals) omitted. Ranking of occupations by wages taken from Goos – Manning – Salomons (2010). 

 

The fact that the EU15 are basically determining the overall pattern of the job embodiment of 

international trade across occupations of the EU27 allows focussing on the former which has the 

advantage that we can track the development of occupations over time for a longer period (back to 

1995). This is done in Figure 7 for selected occupations.    

Obviously, the trend in the job embodiment of international trade for the EU15 over the period 1995 

to 2008 is clearly positive for science professionals (ISCO 22) – a high wage paying job – and also 

positive for models and salespersons (ISCO 52) and elementary sales and service occupations 

(ISCO 91) – both ranking among the lowest paying occupations. The elementary sales and services 

occupations, for example, increased steadily from a positive job embodiment of international trade 

of 57,000 in 1995 to 214,000 jobs in 2008. A slight negative trend emerges for the highest paying 

occupations, the corporate managers (ISCO 12) which, however, is not a steady development and 

hides interim peaks in the positive job embodiment of international trade of 212,000 and 154,000 in 

the years 1997 and 2002 respectively. A similar trend is observable for general managers (ISCO 13) 
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Figure 7: Development of the Job embodiment in international trade for selected ISCO-occupations for the EU15, 1995-2008, in 

thousands 

 

Note: 1995 data for Finland, the Netherlands and Sweden and 2008 data for Sweden not available.  

 

Moving to some examples of the middle paying jobs, we find clearly negative trends both for the 

metal and machinery workers (ISCO 72) as well as the machine operators and assemblers (ISCO 82). 

In the former case, the job embodiment of international trade has remained positive throughout the 

period 1995-2008 but decreased from 273,000 in 1995 to less than half that number in 2008. The 

trend is equally negative for machine operators and assemblers which started with a slightly positive 

the job embodiment of international trade but turned negative in 1999. In 2000 the job embodiment 

of international trade was already -58,000 but further dropped to more than 300,000 jobs in 2008. 

The trend in the job embodiment of international trade is equally negative for the two other major 

groups of industrial worker, i.e. the Stationary-plant and related operators (ISCO 81) and the drivers 

and mobile-plant operators (ISCO 83). These negative trends in the job embodiment of international 

trade for the typical blue collar workers of course fit well with the hypothesis that trade – or 

offshoring in particular – negatively affect the demand for these occupations.  

Finally, we focus further into individual occupations and follow the trend over time of the job 

embodiment of international trade for individual EU15 member states. For this we chose again the 

machine operators and assemblers (ISCO 82) and the elementary sales and service occupation 

workers (ISCO 91). Starting with the former, we have already noted above that the job embodiment 

of international trade turned strongly negative at the end of the 1990ies. Figure 8a shows that at 

least since the early 2000s the deteriorating job embodiment of international trade is a common 

feature across basically all EU15 member states with one notable exception, which is Germany. 

Germany managed to whither the negative trend over time in the job embodiment of international 

trade in this particular occupation group and its job embodiment of international trade in fact more 

than tripled from 44,000 jobs in 1995 to 145,000 jobs in 2008. But the German development was not 
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sufficient to offset the (partly very strong) negative trends in the other EU member states. In the 

United Kingdom alone, the job embodiment of international trade for machine operators and 

assemblers declined by more than 170,000 jobs between 1995 and 2008, resulting in a negative job 

embodiment of international trade in this occupation of -205,000 jobs in 2008. Both steady negative 

trends in and highly negative levels of the embodiment in international trade are also registered for 

Greece, Spain and France. A negative trend (-81,000 jobs) but still a positive level in 2008 is found for 

Italy. 

Figure 8a: Development of the Job embodiment in international trade for Machine operators and assemblers (ISCO 82) in EU15 member 

states, 1995-2008, in thousands 

 

 

Turning to the sales and elementary services workers (ISCO 91) the positive EU15-wide trend 

between 1995 and 2008 is largely determined by the German experience (Figure 8b). The same is 

true for the level of the job embodiment of international trade which amounted to 173,000 jobs in 

Germany and 207,000 jobs for the EU15. Other EU15 member states that contributed to the positive 

trend in the job embodiment of international trade for the sales and elementary services workers 

include the Benelux countries, Austria, the United Kingdom and Ireland. In contrast, negative time 

trends in the job embodiment of international trade for sales and elementary services workers are 

found for, for example, for Spain, Greece and also Italy though the latter still had a positive job 

embodiment of international trade in 2008.  
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Figure 8b: Development of the Job embodiment in international trade for Sales and services elementary occupations (ISCO 91) in EU15 

member states, 1995-2008, in thousands 

 

Taken together, the more detailed analysis of the job embodiment of international trade at the level 

of individual occupations over time is by and large also reconcilable with the notion of a job 

polarisation in the EU (or the EU15). Nevertheless, we find considerable variation in both the level 

and the trend over time in the job embodiment of international trade across EU15 member states. 

Hence, the job polarisation discernible at the EU level seems to be an average result which is not 

necessarily representative for each individual EU member state. 

 

5 Conclusions 

In this paper we investigated the development of trade-related developments of labour demand – 

overall and for occupations – by undertaking a counterfactual calculation. In this counterfactual we 

compare for each country the number of jobs required for producing its exports with the 

hypothetical amount of jobs that would be needed had the country produced its imports 

domestically using domestic labour input requirements. We find, among other things, that 

(unsurprisingly) countries with large trade deficits tend to have negative job embodiments of 

international trade (e.g. the U.S.). In contrast, large Asian emerging markets, above all China but also 

India, register strongly positive job embodiments of international trade. The reasons for that are 

large trade account surpluses (in the case of China) but also low domestic labour productivity and 

hence high labour input requirements.  

Investigating the elements in matrix of the job embodiment of international trade reveals that the 

deterioration in the job embodiment of international trade for the U.S. is due to a lack of domestic 

job growth linked to exports. In contrast, jobs linked to U.S. exports but located abroad have been 
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growing strongly as have jobs embodied in imports. The trend towards a higher share of export-

related jobs that are located abroad is more general observable in almost all countries and a similar 

development is also found on the import side. 

Europe had a positive job embodiment of international trade in most years between 1995 and 2009. 

The levels and development over time, however, are very different across occupations. Overall, the 

EU economy seems to be experiencing a skill-upgrading from trade with job gains in high wage, high 

skill occupations and job losses of similar size in lower paid, low skill jobs. We also find a nuanced 

version of the job polarization in the EU that has been identified in the literature which could be due 

to offshoring or trade patterns more generally.  

When focusing on individual occupations and the trend of the job embodiment of international trade 

over time we find on the one hand some support for the job polarisation, on the other hand, there 

are stark differences in the trends over time across EU15 member states so that the emerging job 

polarisation in the EU is not fully representative for each and every EU member state. 
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Appendices 

Appendix 1:  Job embodiment of international trade, 1995-2009 

 Number of jobs in thousands and share in % of total employment 

 

 

nb o f jobs
in % of 

to tal empl. nb of jobs
in % o f 

to tal empl. nb of jobs
in % o f 

to tal empl. nb o f jobs
in % o f 

total empl.

AUS 29                0.35 31-                 -0.35 384-              -3.83 531-               -4.42

AUT 183-               -4.92 52-                -1.33 64                1.59 61                 1.46

BEL 403              10.43 430              10.47 379              8.89 359              8.10

BGR 170               4.84 35                1.07 101-                -2.90 94                2.51

BRA 1,052           1.43 1,909           2.42 7,745          8.52 3,708          3.84

CAN 273              2.01 773              5.14 222              1.35 592-              -3.48

CHN 51,723         7.60 52,131          7.23 94,293        12.44 113,165        14.51

CYP 92-                -30.99 110-                -35.07 102-               -27.92 90-                -22.89

CZE 148               2.88 222              4.49 550              11.03 576              11.02

DEU 70-                -0.19 179               0.46 1,816            4.68 1,651            4.10

DNK 97                3.79 105               3.86 73                2.68 70                2.47

ESP 306-              -2.25 840-              -5.12 1,238-           -6.43 621-               -3.24

EST 76-                -12.08 13                 2.19 4-                   -0.66 35                5.94

FIN 144               7.02 180               7.85 87                3.65 67                2.73

FRA 675              2.97 577              2.37 296              1.18 104               0.41

GBR 114-                -0.41 635-              -2.14 1,145-            -3.68 1,124-            -3.63

GRC 636-              -15.39 1,062-           -24.96 1,098-           -24.12 1,331-            -27.97

HUN 52                1.30 15-                 -0.36 27-                -0.66 182               4.56

IDN 929              1.06 4,238          4.54 3,041           3.19 704              0.65

IND 14,217          3.73 23,150         5.55 15,948         3.39 207              0.04

IRL 146               11.40 78                4.62 116                5.91 160               8.29

ITA 982              4.50 705              3.08 598              2.45 432              1.74

JPN 121                0.18 499              0.77 347              0.54 383-              -0.66

KOR 497              2.44 968              4.58 1,005           4.40 1,119             4.76

LTU 91-                 -6.14 109-               -7.81 149-               -10.22 74-                -5.21

LUX 4-                   -2.07 21-                 -8.04 8                   2.76 46                12.97

LVA 50-                -5.18 70-                -7.39 139-               -13.57 15-                 -1.49

M EX 96                0.29 1,007-           -2.57 1,510-            -3.46 1,996-           -4.07

M LT 30-                -21.85 35-                -24.01 23-                -14.98 21-                 -13.10

NLD 496              6.93 642              7.91 730              8.84 662              7.67

POL 865              5.87 264-              -1.76 700              4.97 548              3.47

PRT 248-              -5.46 515-               -10.23 484-              -9.49 457-              -8.98

ROU 165-               -1.73 319-               -2.96 857-              -9.25 623-              -6.77

RUS 7,264-          -9.68 2,121            2.88 4,581-           -5.96 10,167-          -13.43

SVK 69                3.30 71                 3.51 3-                   -0.15 37                1.69

SVN 2                   0.20 24-                -2.65 24-                -2.61 18-                 -1.88

SWE 298              7.22 323              7.50 355              8.16 341               7.63

TUR 123-               -0.60 475-              -2.20 428-              -1.95 202-              -0.95

TWN 272              2.90 354              3.69 643              6.47 1,108            10.78

USA 2,049-          -1.53 5,594-          -3.79 8,235-          -5.53 6,425-          -4.42

2009200520001995
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Appendix 2: Components of the Job embodiment in international trade, all WIOD countries, 1995 and 2009, in thousands 

 

year: 2009

(1) (2)

(1) + (2)

(3) (4) (5) (6)

(4) + (5) + (6)

(7)

(3) + (7)

(8)

(1) + (6)

(10)

(2) + (4) + (5)

(11)

(10) + (11)

(12)

Direct Exports Re-imports "Jobs at home" Direkt Imports

Indirekt 

Imports

Indirekt 

Exports "Jobs abroad"

Job embodiment 

in international 

trade

jobs linked to 

exports

(home + 

abroad)

jobs linked to 

imports

(home + 

abroad)

Job 

embodiment in 

international 

trade

AUS 1591 -9 1582 -1856 -494 236 -2113 -531 1827 -2359 -531

AUT 1293 -10 1284 -1329 -405 512 -1222 61 1805 -1744 61

BEL 1622 -21 1601 -1605 -511 875 -1241 359 2497 -2138 359

BGR 1286 -2 1284 -1247 -368 424 -1191 94 1710 -1616 94

BRA 11284 -37 11247 -6404 -1823 689 -7539 3708 11972 -8264 3708

CAN 3090 -37 3052 -3644 -770 769 -3645 -592 3859 -4451 -592

CHN 201049 -5813 195236 -97622 -21271 36822 -82071 113165 237870 -124706 113165

CYP 69 0 69 -141 -40 23 -159 -90 92 -182 -90

CZE 2060 -17 2042 -1985 -662 1182 -1466 576 3241 -2665 576

DEU 11405 -460 10945 -10062 -3142 3909 -9294 1651 15314 -13663 1651

DNK 775 -4 770 -900 -256 456 -701 70 1231 -1161 70

ESP 3070 -42 3027 -3529 -1010 891 -3648 -621 3961 -4581 -621

EST 222 0 221 -219 -73 106 -186 35 328 -293 35

FIN 617 -2 615 -630 -173 256 -548 67 873 -806 67

FRA 4339 -91 4248 -4074 -1285 1215 -4144 104 5555 -5451 104

GBR 5668 -106 5562 -6242 -1730 1287 -6686 -1124 6955 -8079 -1124

GRC 435 -1 434 -1530 -425 191 -1764 -1331 626 -1956 -1331

HUN 1567 -6 1560 -1831 -629 1082 -1378 182 2648 -2466 182

IDN 15421 -42 15379 -13460 -3433 2218 -14674 704 17639 -16935 704

IND 49651 -212 49439 -46954 -11583 9306 -49232 207 58956 -58749 207

IRL 787 -2 784 -999 -195 570 -624 160 1356 -1197 160

ITA 4735 -64 4671 -4126 -1222 1109 -4239 432 5844 -5412 432

JPN 5579 -103 5476 -5553 -1182 877 -5859 -383 6455 -6838 -383

KOR 6107 -55 6051 -6635 -1575 3277 -4933 1119 9384 -8265 1119

LTU 455 -1 454 -585 -166 224 -528 -74 679 -753 -74

LUX 183 0 183 -297 -77 237 -137 46 421 -375 46

LVA 302 -1 301 -299 -107 91 -315 -15 392 -407 -15

MEX 7302 -58 7244 -10070 -2445 3275 -9240 -1996 10576 -12572 -1996

MLT 65 0 65 -97 -33 43 -86 -21 108 -130 -21

NLD 2902 -38 2865 -2875 -664 1336 -2203 662 4239 -3577 662

POL 4487 -30 4457 -4210 -1289 1589 -3909 548 6076 -5529 548

PRT 1014 -5 1009 -1418 -398 350 -1466 -457 1364 -1822 -457

ROU 2249 -7 2242 -2654 -847 636 -2865 -623 2885 -3508 -623

RUS 11253 -85 11167 -18970 -3613 1248 -21334 -10167 12501 -22668 -10167

SVK 855 -5 849 -1002 -354 544 -812 37 1399 -1362 37

SVN 348 0 347 -416 -146 196 -366 -18 543 -562 -18

SWE 1344 -9 1335 -1174 -358 538 -994 341 1882 -1541 341

TUR 3391 -12 3379 -3425 -1026 870 -3581 -202 4262 -4463 -202

TWN 3817 -33 3784 -4062 -1106 2493 -2676 1108 6309 -5201 1108

USA 10371 -657 9714 -14077 -3620 1558 -16139 -6425 11929 -18354 -6425

ZROW 193902 -11182 182720 -285620 -49940 57820 -277740 -95020 251721 -346742 -95020

Jobs located at home linked to 

foreign demand

Jobs located abroad linked to 

domestic demand
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Appendix 3: Occupational categories, 2-digit ISCO-88 codes 

 
11  Legislators and senior officials 

12  Corporate managers 

13  General managers 

21  Physical, mathematical and engineering science professionals 

22  Life science and health professionals 

23  Teaching professionals 

24  Other professionals 

31  Physical and engineering science associate professionals 

32  Life science and health associate professionals 

33  Teaching associate professionals 

34  Other associate professionals 

41  Office clerks 

42  Customer services clerks 

51  Personal and protective services workers 

52 Models, salespersons and demonstrators 

61  Market-oriented skilled agricultural and fishery workers 

62  Subsistence agricultural and fishery workers 

71  Extraction and building trades workers 

72  Metal, machinery and related trades workers 

73  Precision, handicraft, printing and related trades workers 

74  Other craft and related trades workers 

81  Stationary-plant and related operators 

82  Machine operators and assemblers 

83  Drivers and mobile-plant operators 

91  Sales and services elementary occupations 

92  Agricultural, fishery and related labourers 

93  Labourers in mining, construction, manufacturing and transport 
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Appendix 4:  Job embodiment of international trade by 2-digit ISCO categories, 2005 

 Number of jobs in thousands 

 

  

Occupation AUT BEL BGR CYP CZE DEU DNK ESP EST FIN FRA GBR GRC HUN IRL ITA LTU LUX LVA MLT NLD POL PRT ROU SVK SVN SE

1 0.0 0.1 0.2 -0.2 -0.2 1.6 0.0 0.9 0.0 0.6 0.7 0.1 -1.0 -0.2 -0.2 -3.9 -0.2 0.0 -0.1 0.0 1.9 0.0 0.2 -4.0 -0.2 0.0 0.5

11 0.0 0.5 -0.1 0.0 -0.2 2.1 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.1 -0.3 0.0 0.0 -0.1 0.1 -0.3 -0.3 0.0 -0.2 0.0 0.6 0.0 0.0 -0.6 -0.2 0.0 0.2

12 5.3 40.3 -9.6 -3.4 13.2 77.8 6.1 -46.5 -1.2 9.4 51.4 -126.0 -23.2 -3.1 20.8 9.7 -10.8 1.9 -6.8 -1.6 38.7 21.7 -9.6 -15.4 -0.9 -3.4 16.1

13 4.9 19.2 -0.6 -2.9 20.6 4.3 1.9 -49.0 1.5 1.2 22.4 -60.6 -47.5 1.6 29.9 55.0 -0.6 -1.3 -1.5 -0.6 84.2 31.2 -24.2 -10.7 1.0 0.3 5.0

21 2.6 28.3 -17.7 -5.1 6.4 252.8 1.7 -66.9 -2.8 13.2 58.7 -30.9 -52.0 -7.5 11.7 0.5 -11.2 -0.6 -11.0 -0.5 44.0 -13.5 -11.4 -75.2 -5.3 -6.3 26.6

22 -0.7 3.3 -0.2 -0.2 1.5 -3.8 0.6 -6.7 0.1 0.4 6.1 -1.9 -5.3 0.4 1.6 2.6 -0.4 -0.3 -0.8 -0.1 3.6 0.8 -3.6 -4.1 0.4 -0.3 2.3

23 -1.8 9.0 -3.5 -0.4 -0.5 25.8 -1.0 -7.5 -0.2 -0.5 19.6 31.9 -4.6 3.8 0.5 -1.0 -1.1 -0.9 -0.5 0.1 25.2 -9.3 -1.4 -4.4 -2.6 0.5 4.2

24 2.6 35.5 -14.3 -3.5 4.4 170.2 0.9 -50.1 -0.9 5.2 18.9 21.3 -53.3 -2.5 13.9 14.1 -10.0 7.5 -7.0 -0.2 43.3 -10.7 -15.6 -41.1 -3.9 -1.9 30.9

31 8.0 25.3 -18.2 -3.6 45.4 230.1 6.6 -57.6 -1.0 6.9 31.8 -23.5 -36.5 -7.1 6.7 35.4 -3.9 1.0 -7.7 -0.8 41.6 -1.5 -19.5 -60.3 -2.2 0.2 31.5

32 -2.4 1.5 -2.9 -0.4 5.6 -3.1 1.3 -9.9 0.2 1.6 4.9 -18.3 -2.1 0.9 0.3 -6.1 -1.2 -0.3 -1.1 -0.2 9.5 0.7 -1.6 -4.4 0.6 0.0 2.4

33 -0.5 1.1 -0.7 -0.1 0.3 11.5 -0.1 -0.1 0.0 0.0 3.8 -0.1 -0.2 -0.1 0.0 -0.8 -0.1 -0.2 -0.1 0.0 0.8 -0.2 -0.6 -3.1 -0.5 0.0 1.3

34 19.4 25.3 -3.2 -6.3 33.2 241.7 8.7 -129.7 0.2 6.5 58.4 -19.9 -61.1 -1.0 9.9 88.4 -9.8 10.1 -5.3 -0.7 69.8 11.3 -15.9 -39.7 -3.6 -0.8 38.8

41 13.5 65.8 -8.8 -8.9 28.1 295.2 7.1 -96.9 1.9 3.9 32.8 -41.4 -111.2 -4.8 17.8 80.7 -6.9 10.5 -3.9 -1.7 52.1 28.8 -40.0 -34.8 2.0 0.2 33.1

42 9.6 6.5 0.4 -1.4 5.4 37.5 0.7 -17.4 0.1 -2.2 22.0 27.2 -19.3 3.0 13.4 14.3 -1.1 1.1 -0.1 0.2 25.0 -0.5 -5.9 -5.9 -0.7 -0.7 11.1

51 1.6 7.8 -18.4 -1.7 23.5 -53.0 4.8 -46.3 -2.0 -4.3 9.7 -68.6 -17.4 -1.0 14.4 2.2 -6.5 0.1 -7.4 2.3 18.7 -18.0 -6.6 -31.7 -13.5 -4.5 12.4

52 6.2 25.7 3.0 3.9 26.3 64.7 5.5 -42.0 -0.1 4.0 15.3 9.3 -24.0 39.9 5.3 71.9 10.1 -1.8 3.6 -1.3 65.9 102.7 -16.6 -14.0 16.4 -1.2 22.4

61 -43.1 -34.0 82.7 -2.5 3.9 -206.3 13.1 -23.5 4.9 10.8 46.3 -174.4 -55.8 21.4 1.9 -112.6 -4.8 -6.3 -3.2 -1.3 38.6 155.7 -115.3 0.4 -0.7 -17.9 -12.0

71 5.9 5.7 -4.7 -4.0 16.6 -36.3 -0.6 -93.8 -2.1 -1.3 -18.4 -41.6 -63.0 -28.5 -7.0 15.0 -10.0 -1.7 -1.1 -2.8 14.3 26.1 -32.2 -36.8 -3.1 -5.1 10.7

72 16.8 15.8 -80.0 -16.4 99.3 409.2 -10.7 -107.3 -14.2 19.1 -9.6 -101.2 -148.2 -8.3 -24.1 110.1 -54.4 -3.7 -30.7 -3.9 30.6 17.7 -72.1 -264.1 3.1 2.7 30.6

73 1.2 0.9 -2.9 -4.3 14.2 51.8 -0.5 -8.0 0.3 2.7 0.9 -15.4 -30.8 -2.3 3.7 25.1 -2.4 -0.2 -1.8 -0.3 1.5 10.4 -1.0 -14.3 0.7 0.3 3.8

74 -2.5 11.1 22.4 -6.1 24.5 -40.1 3.8 -30.2 4.8 -3.3 -1.9 -33.9 -68.9 -18.1 -6.2 120.9 12.0 -1.1 -2.6 -0.7 7.6 199.0 34.8 27.6 -2.3 2.9 -4.1

81 0.7 3.2 -7.7 -1.3 25.9 28.6 -0.9 -33.0 2.1 9.4 -23.3 -28.0 -29.5 -14.7 2.3 8.7 -3.3 -1.1 2.2 -0.9 10.3 5.9 -21.6 -51.7 0.8 1.4 12.1

82 0.7 17.2 -23.7 -9.0 103.6 130.8 3.0 -98.9 0.2 2.8 -36.4 -184.7 -89.6 17.4 -3.4 97.3 -10.6 -4.0 -11.4 -3.3 1.8 25.2 -26.9 -94.5 8.4 15.9 44.2

83 7.2 17.3 9.9 -10.1 33.3 -14.9 10.6 -62.1 0.7 -0.9 -61.2 -98.2 -94.6 -12.5 -5.7 -9.9 -3.9 0.3 -2.5 -2.8 29.7 71.4 -28.0 -19.0 6.9 -3.4 11.3

91 6.5 22.0 -9.8 -2.9 8.5 135.3 2.1 -84.8 -1.3 0.3 67.3 -2.0 -25.6 -2.1 6.4 24.4 -6.8 0.7 -10.3 -0.1 28.4 2.7 -22.7 -24.6 -3.7 -1.1 15.3

92 -2.2 -0.2 21.5 -1.4 0.9 -80.5 3.4 -13.6 2.5 0.1 0.0 -69.4 -2.1 2.4 3.0 -63.8 -2.9 -0.4 -2.5 0.0 5.5 5.9 -21.6 -2.0 -0.8 -2.9 -0.2

93 4.4 24.4 -14.4 -10.1 6.8 82.9 4.8 -57.2 2.2 1.5 -24.4 -94.6 -31.0 -4.3 -1.0 20.8 -8.3 -0.7 -12.0 -1.6 36.6 36.4 -4.7 -28.7 0.7 1.3 4.0

Total 64.3 378.7 -101.3 -102.3 550.4 1815.9 73.0 -1238.0 -4.0 87.3 295.6 -1145.0 -1097.6 -27.5 115.9 598.5 -149.3 8.5 -125.9 -22.6 729.9 700.1 -483.9 -857.1 -3.1 -24.0 354.7
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Appendix 5: Development of the Job embodiment in international trade of the EU15 across ISCO-occupations, 1995-2008, in thousands 

 

 

 

 

ISCO code occupation 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008

1 Armed forces 22 1 3 3 1 -1 0 2 2 2 2 1 0 0

11 Legislators and senior officials -1 1 2 1 0 -1 1 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

12 Corporate managers 85 130 212 137 96 72 107 154 131 122 72 63 66 53

13 General managers 19 136 156 86 51 18 13 45 56 68 46 32 28 3

21 Physical, mathematical and engineering science professionals 141 182 250 214 187 195 256 327 286 306 278 263 266 238

22 Life science and health professionals 0 8 13 7 6 4 8 11 8 6 -2 -5 -5 -10

23 Teaching professionals 27 54 61 53 55 70 72 88 88 97 97 96 107 104

24 Other professionals 51 83 121 88 82 100 133 207 192 227 245 258 296 284

31 Physical and engineering science associate professionals 208 250 327 276 230 220 285 360 315 323 288 271 284 255

32 Life science and health associate professionals -3 11 18 11 6 0 4 7 -2 -11 -22 -28 -28 -36

33 Teaching associate professionals 3 10 15 16 15 18 17 20 16 19 16 14 18 16

34 Other associate professionals 128 218 310 238 189 177 238 380 325 364 350 345 384 367

41 Office clerks 204 326 446 317 230 157 236 430 347 368 323 326 378 357

42 Customer services clerks 36 62 91 70 65 81 86 122 121 136 124 137 163 175

51 Personal and protective services workers -55 -27 -18 -54 -85 -125 -105 -70 -79 -104 -125 -135 -139 -165

52 Models, salespersons and demonstrators 118 194 245 186 167 143 181 227 218 237 212 228 272 293

61 Market-oriented skilled agricultural and fishery workers -472 -408 -396 -472 -426 -468 -507 -524 -543 -585 -673 -732 -760 -834

71 Extraction and building trades workers -62 -106 -77 -67 -138 -269 -202 -129 -142 -154 -244 -266 -234 -296

72 Metal, machinery and related trades workers 273 345 458 315 149 79 187 283 203 180 155 122 119 122

73 Precision, handicraft, printing and related trades workers 40 50 62 35 12 8 19 34 28 35 36 31 35 29

74 Other craft and related trades workers 144 157 138 95 58 30 58 71 37 28 -14 -58 -58 -45

81 Stationary-plant and related operators 28 41 87 60 29 -14 12 28 7 -16 -62 -85 -96 -141

82 Machine operators and assemblers 92 127 209 95 -14 -58 -16 16 -43 -80 -146 -205 -241 -301

83 Drivers and mobile-plant operators -90 -50 -16 -36 -65 -178 -161 -101 -118 -189 -299 -367 -371 -486

91 Sales and services elementary occupations 57 78 118 89 80 91 128 190 170 177 174 185 205 214

92 Agricultural, fishery and related labourers -279 -237 -230 -236 -209 -215 -210 -202 -200 -208 -242 -256 -256 -275

93 Labourers in mining, construction, manufacturing and transport 30 67 91 59 9 -36 -12 16 -6 -8 -34 -51 -44 -69


